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By Alfred Starr Hamilton

Song Cave, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Poetry. Edited
by Ben Estes and Alan Felsenthal. Introduction by Geof Hewitt. Though Hamilton wrote thousands
of poems during his lifetime, only a small percentage of them ever found their way into print. His
poems appeared in small poetry journals during the 60s, 70s and 80s; two chapbooks, The Big
Parade and Sphinx; and one full-length collection, The Poems of Alfred Starr Hamilton, published
by The Jargon Society in 1970. In this new volume, Ben Estes and Alan Felsenthal present a
collection of Hamilton s poems from these publications, along with many of Hamilton s poems that
were previously considered lost and poems from posthumously found notebooks. Hamilton is the
author of spare, wry, slightly surreal poems that have, so far as I can see, no real equivalent in
American English. Ron Silliman Alfred Starr Hamilton wrote to the governor of poetry / And simply
signed [his] own name. Consider this collection assembled by two very dedicated allographers an
essential expansion on said letter. People who ve encountered Hamilton s work previously will be
glad for the chance to see familiar poems alongside many marvelous new ones. And...
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Reviews
The most e ective book i ever read. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this published e ebook. You wont truly feel monotony at at any
time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you ask me).
-- Rusty K er luke
Simply no words and phrases to spell out. it was writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a
composed publication.
-- Pr of. Ma udie Ziema nn
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